Information Requested:

1. In the year of 2019 how many patients were admitted into your trust into an acute bed? Please discount any community patients
   Please note EPUT only has Acute Mental Health Beds.
   
   There were 1809 admissions to an Acute Mental Health Bed within EPUT for the period Jan-Dec 2019.

2. Not including any Covid-19 escalation beds, how many acute beds does your trust have?
   There are 376 Acute Mental Health Beds within EPUT

3. In 2019, how many deceased patients were managed within your mortuary services throughout your trust?
   The Trust does not have Mortuary Services

4. Please provide the order codes of the 3 most commonly used/order body bags or concealment bags within your trust in 2019 and provide a breakdown of amounts ordered for these 3 codes. Please include both direct orders and/or those through any procurement frameworks
   The Trust does not routinely procure body bags or concealment bags and made no purchases in 2019/20 nor 2018/19. As part of the Pandemic response we were issued with 25 bags (VMS002) on 8th April 2020

5. When ordering mortuary products, do you purchase alongside any other trusts in a formal or informal purchasing agreement? If so, please name those trusts.
   N/A

6. Do you have hoisting facilities in any of the mortuaries in your trust?
   N/A

7. How many fridges do you have all of your mortuaries within your trust?
   N/A

Publication Scheme:

As part of the Freedom of Information Act all public organisations are required to proactively publish certain classes of information on a Publication Scheme. A publication scheme is a guide to the information that is held by the organisation. EPUT’s Publication Scheme is located on its Website at the following link https://eput.nhs.uk